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Envelopes of Kindness 
What are your hopes for this Advent season? What are your 
hopes for Christmas? What are your hopes for the new year? 

Look at your Candle of Hope. Perhaps it is a flame, or a tea 
light. Perhaps it is an image you coloured. Imagine your 
candle of Hope brightening the room, your house, your 
neighbourhood and beyond. Imagine its light as a prayer 
glowing in your heart. How can you share hope with the world 
this week?  

Decorate envelopes (of any size!) to hang on bedroom doors 
to leave notes of kindness for your family during this Advent 
season. Use scrap paper, buttons and ribbon to create 
unique pictures for each member in your family. Try to leave 
each person one note of kindness each week of Advent. 
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Find Hope 

“All you who put your hope in the 
Lord be strong and brave.” Psalm 
31:24 ICB 

During the season of Advent we 
wait and prepare for both the day 
of Jesus birth and for the day of 
Jesus return. Waiting is not easy. 
Waiting seems to slow time down 
to a crawl. When is waiting hard 
for you? Perhaps waiting in line 
for your turn is hard or waiting for 
your birthday to arrive or waiting 
to eat your favourite dessert 
during the holidays or waiting for 
Christmas morning! Yes, waiting 
can be very hard. During the 
season of Advent we wait but we 
also prepare. God often uses a 
time of waiting to offer 
refreshment, renewal and 
learning. Be open to God 
sightings in your life this Advent 
season. This week look for 
symbols of hope in the world 
around you. Maybe a feather or 
an unopened envelope. Maybe a 
seed or a bulb or an egg. Maybe 
an act of kindness. When you 
light your Advent candle of Hope 
this week show and tell your 
symbol of Hope and place it in 
your worship space. 

Connecting 

Questions?  Concerns?  
Feedback?  Let me know!
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